
5th Grade Summer Reading Projects 2021

You have two projects to complete for 5th grade ILA. Your scrapbook page

and poem will count as a quiz grade, and your Hatchet project will count as a

test grade. Both projects are due by the first Friday of the school year.

After that, you will have one week at a loss of 5 points a day to submit the

assignment before receiving a zero.

Also, students will need to bring The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the
Witch, and the Wardrobe to school in the fall (we’ll read this in

November-December), but parents may want to purchase this now.

PLEASE DO NOT READ: The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, Chasing Vermeer, and Tuck Everlasting...
We WILL DEFINITELY be reading these during the year.

Poetry Presentation:

Find a poem that describes your summer.  It can be about swimming, the beach,

being too hot, riding bikes, the summer itself, flowers, or anything as long as you

can explain how it connects to your summer!

Practice reading it with vocal inflection and fluency (which means reading it with

emotion and reading it smoothly).  You will share this during the first full week of

school with the class!  Create a 12 x 12 scrapbook style single page of events from

your summer to share along with your poem.  These will be on display at the start

of the year!

Novel Project:

*Whole Class Novel: Hatchet by Gary Paulson*

Read the novel Hatchet by Gary Paulson and complete one of the following options:

Artifact Museum, Diorama, or Poster. The point breakdown for each project is listed below

the project description.  The final grade will be an average of the points earned out of the

points possible.



For the Artifact Museum you will need to create 5 items from the novel using creative

supplies (outdoor materials, around the house items, craft supplies, clay, etcetera).  These

should be 3D objects that are handmade by you.  For each item, you will need a museum

placard to be completed on an index card sharing the title of the item, 2-4 sentences

about why it is important to the story, and the materials you used to create the item.  Two

of the five artifacts must be nonliving items Brian makes or has.  The other three

artifacts can be more nonliving items or animals, plants, or resources Brian needs/uses.

Please secure your items and placards on the inside base of a pizza box or sturdy

cardboard/foam board base.  Your name should be easily visible on the base where your

artifacts are attached (not on the bottom/back... I don’t want to flip the project over and

risk artifacts detaching to find your name).

Grading Checklist for Artifact Museum

___ (5 pts) 5 items are present from the book and at least 2 are nonliving/inanimate items

___ (10 pts) creativity and neatness of items

-Items should be handmade and 3D; flat, printed pictures or roughly sketched

items will not earn full credit, nor will store bought items (don’t buy a toy ax, but

make one). The diversity of supplies used for each item is encouraged!  Get

creative!  Along with craft supplies, I’m sure you’ll find lots of great things around

your home and outside that you can repurpose and use.

-All handwriting or font should be clear and easy to read (example: don’t write with

pencil on brown cardboard or use fancy cursive size 6 font).

-Any cutting or pasting should be neat without frayed edges or glue smudges.

___ (25 pts) each museum placard is worth 5 points

5 Point/Card Breakdown:

-title of the item (capitalized appropriately) (1 pt)

-2-4 sentence explanation of the artifact and its importance (3 pts)

-placard information is on an index card or neatly affixed piece of paper with

attention to cutting straight lines and edges (1 pt)

___ (5 pts) artifacts and placards are affixed to a sturdy base

___ (10 pts) Proper sentence structure, spelling, usage, capitalization, and punctuation.

-Your first mistake is a freebie, but after that they add up! Proofread your work

and take your time.

___ (2 pts) Your name is present and easy to see

Total Points Possible: 57



For the Diorama you will need to create a diorama of a scene from the novel in a shoebox

or a box of similar dimensions.  You will need to use outdoor materials, around the house

items, craft supplies, clay, etcetera.  Be sure to label items of importance in the scene.

Your scene should include at least 5 significant items. On the back of the box, write 2

paragraphs.  The first paragraph should be a summary of the text, and the second

paragraph should explain how the scene you chose to illustrate is important to the story.

Your name should be with the writing on the back of the diorama.

Diorama Checklist

___ (5 pts) The interior of the shoebox sized box is fully covered/painted (top, back,

sides, bottom)

___ (10 pts) The diorama visually and accurately depicts a scene from the book.

___ ( 10 pts) Creativity and Neatness

- Diversity of supplies used for each item is encouraged! Get

creative! Along with craft supplies,  I’m sure you’ll find lots of great things around

your home and outside that you can repurpose and use.

-All handwriting or font should be clear and easy to read (example: don’t write with

pencil on brown cardboard or use fancy cursive size 6 font).

-Any cutting or pasting should be neat without frayed edges or glue smudges.

___ (10 pts) 5 significant items are included and labeled

___ (20 pts) 2 paragraphs are affixed to the back of the diorama. They each include a

topic sentence. Each paragraph is 5-7 sentences in length, and one focuses on briefly

summarizing the book while the other explains why the scene in your diorama is important

to the story.

___ (10 pts) Proper sentence structure, spelling, usage, capitalization, and punctuation.

-Your first mistake is a freebie, but after that they add up! Proofread your work

and take your time.

___ (2 pts) Your name is on the back of the box with the 2 paragraphs.

Total Points Possible: 67



For the Poster you will need pictures, charts, or any other sort of visual representations

illustrating 5 things Brian had to overcome to survive on the island.  The items could be

directly stated in the book or they could be more abstract concepts/traits that were

inferred after reading the text (for example: maybe he needed creativity to survive on

the island and why).  You can use magazine pictures, printed pictures from the internet, or

hand drawn pictures to create the visuals on your poster.  Each of the 5 things must be

labeled and include 3-5 sentences about why they were essential to Brian’s survival on the

island. Your name should be in the bottom right corner on the front of the poster.

Survival Poster Checklist

___ (5 pts) The project is completed on a standard sized piece of poster board (not large

printing paper, construction paper, or scrapbook paper).

___ (3 pts) The poster is titled creatively to highlight the information included on the

poster.

___ (10 pts) There are 5 things Brian had to overcome in order to survive displayed on the

poster.

-each thing is labeled and illustrated

___ (20 pts) Each item includes a 3-5 sentence explanation about why the item was

essential to Brian’s survival on the island.

___ (10 pts) Proper sentence structure, spelling, usage, capitalization, and punctuation.

-Your first mistake is a freebie, but after that they add up! Proofread your work

and take your time.

___ (10 pts) Creativity and Neatness

-Essential poster making supplies were used (ruler, pencil, marker-printed work is

fine, but needs to be cleanly cut and attached without jagged or peeled up edges,

and printer ink shouldn’t be excessively smudged).

-Glue is used appropriately and doesn’t distort words or pictures from overuse.

-Poster board is used effectively and the placement of information is spaced out

and organized in a viewer friendly, easy to read format.

___ (2 pts) Your name is present on the bottom right hand side of the front of the poster.

Total Points Possible: 60 points


